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with Bad Employees
By Nathan Jamail

While different companies in varying industries tend to battle diverse and unique challenges,
one issue remains constant and prevalent across the board: bad employees, and having to
manage them. When you add a weak economy to the mix, the situation becomes even more
difficult. The easy answer to dealing with bad performers in a poor economy is to treat them
“The same way you would in a great economy.” But, like most things in life, knowing the
answer is not nearly as difficult as doing it.

If solving the problem were this easy, companies wouldn’t have bad performers. In fact, dealing
with these bad performers is one of the greatest struggles of most leaders. Add a poor
economy to the mix and leadership becomes more difficult and overwhelming than ever before
– and making the right decisions becomes more vital to the organization’s success.

But the good news is, just as good leaders become great leaders during poor times, the bad
performers can become good performers.

Identifying bad performers.

Here’s a situation at “Any Company USA”: There is an employee who is described by his
manager as not being great, but because he is a long-term employee who knows what to do, he
keeps his job. The employee doesn’t have a bad attitude, but he doesn’t necessarily have a
good one either. The manager will say that the employee is a good person, but that he tends to
be grumpy or unhappy on occasion. The employee does just enough to get by, or does what he
is asked to do, but does nothing above and beyond his duties. Everybody knows it, including
the leader.
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This employee is a “bad performer,” which is classified as any employee who you would not
recommend or want to duplicate. If further definition is necessary, a leader can ask himself a
question when evaluating a bad employee: “Would I hire this employee again, knowing what I
know now?” If the answer is no, again, this employee is a bad performer.

The need to address bad performers.

The next step is to address the bad performer for three main reasons:

First, if you don’t address the situation, it sets the tone for the entire organization that bad
performance is acceptable. The supply and demand theory is applicable for people as well; the
supply of motivated and talented people is higher in a poor economy than any other economy.
A great leader should use this opportunity to assess the organization’s current talent pool, as
well as the individual performance of each employee, to take advantage of the great supply of
talent. In theory, there should never be a bad performing employee during a poor economy.
Every employee should understand the company needs everyone’s contribution more than
ever, and if that doesn’t work, every employee should know there are thousands of motivated
people looking for the right opportunity. This statement is not made to be a threat, because a
person working under fear is a sure way to achieve bad performance. Think of it more as a
promise that they will be held accountable.

Second, as a leader, it’s your job to ensure the success of the team and maximize the
performance of the team. A leader cannot maximize the success of the team if the leader does
not address and resolve bad performance. When you tolerate bad performance, then it is
hurting your own performance. Your commitment is to the team, and keep in mind that no
player is more important than the team.

Third, your job as a leader is to motivate and challenge the entire team to make a difference. If
your company is facing tough times, much like in your personal life, the success is determined
by the commitment of each individual and the accountability of all. A weak economy is a great
excuse to be either successful or unsuccessful. Most people tend to blame outside influences,
such as the economy, for lack of sales, money and professional and personal success, but they
don’t “blame” those same outside influences when they achieve success. Well, great leaders
don’t blame the economy for their successes or failures; they use a poor economy to motivate
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their team and maximize their results. As a leader, your most important job is to motivate and
develop your employees in any and all conditions.

How to address bad performers.

Now that you’ve identified the bad performers, and know you have to address the situation, let’s
discuss how to do it. A leader must define bad performance and great performance, and show
the team what they both look and feel like. It is important that the team understands the great
challenges that bad performance creates, and why it is imperative for the leader to remove
those challenges. This will explain to each employee why bad performances will no longer be
acceptable, so when you address it in the future, everyone will understand why. As a leader,
you need to show the level of importance each team member plays in the success of the
organization, and the opportunities a poor economy brings.

Set the expectations of each team member in writing and ask each employee to create a plan of
action showing you how they will succeed. After you have made any necessary adjustments to
each plan, put them into action. Review the plans on a weekly or bi-weekly basis, recognize the
team members who achieve their tasks and immediately address those employees who are not
achieving their tasks; hold these employees accountable. This is when most leaders fail –
holding bad performers accountable is difficult yet imperative.

Just like in everyday life, when you ignore a small problem it only gets bigger. The same holds
true when managing poor performers – things will only get worse. In most professional sports
leagues, they hold an annual draft to select new players, which challenges the current players
to fight for, and earn, their positions. To effectively deal with bad performers in a poor economy
is to treat every week like draft week; never stop looking for new talent and continue to
challenge current employees to reach new heights!

Nathan Jamail, president of the Jamail Development Group and author of "The Sales Leaders
Playbook," is a motivational speaker, entrepreneur and corporate coach. As a former Executive
Director for Sprint, and business owner of several small businesses, Nathan travels the country
helping individuals and organizations achieve maximum success. His clients include Radio
Shack, Nationwide Insurance, Metro PCS, and Century 21. To book Nathan, visit
www.NathanJamail.com or contact 972-377-0030.
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Могу тебя &quot;&quot;пристрелить за нарушение прав &quot;&quot;владения.

Дилвиш плотнее обхватил себя руками &quot; Скачать песню диджей &quot;и ждал.

Столкновение наших двух автомобилей &quot;&quot;было моделью казалось бы
элементарного, но все &quot;&quot;же невообразимого сексуального единения.

У меня &quot;&quot;там всегда лежит носовой платок, повторил &quot;&quot;он.

Головы их разорвало на клочки &quot;&quot;и разметало &quot; Хит музыку скачать &quot
;по прерии.

Там, внизу, в свете его фонаря из &quot;&quot;разбитой кабины лифта высунулась
чья-то рука.
document.getElementById("J#1366414302bleaa1e0d4").style.display = "none";
Причина или причины &quot; Sacred 2 патч 2.0 2 &quot;их ненависти возникли недавно, у
Робладо даже позже, чем у &quot;
Песн
я о лаки лаки скачать
&quot;коменданта.

Вильям снова подтянул огромную тушу акулы поближе к плоту, а Бен, раскрыв свой
матросский складной нож, &quot; Скачать песню я привык улыбаться людям &quot;стал
разрезать мясо на широкие, тонкие до прозрачности пласты.

Я вижу, мой рассказ не особенно вас заинтересовал.

Мраз моментально &quot; Password recovery crack &quot;узнал в нем &quot; Скачать
песни из виктории победительницы
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&quot;вчерашнего обжору из Офицерского собрания, известного объедалу на всех
офицерских банкетах, и тихо вздохнул.

Им нельзя &quot; дифференцированный потребительский кредит &quot;было отказать в
храбрости, Ортиге во всяком случае, но оба они совсем недавно приехали из Испании и
не знали &quot;
Скача
ть gta san andreas power of t
&quot;еще, как живут и воюют здесь, на &quot;
Скачать симулятор маршрутка
&quot;границе.

Зеб уклонился от встречи с Колхауном не потому, что тот был вооружен; хотя &quot; Кни
га крови отзывы
&quot;старый охотник и питал к нему &quot;
Два с половина человека скачать
&quot;неприязнь, но у отставного капитана не было никаких оснований считать его
своим врагом.
document.getElementById("J#1368788555bl2ac42cc9").style.display = "none";
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